If F is a ring, then an obvious way to construct subrings of (F)n, the ring of all «X« matrices over P, is to choose additive subgroups Fa of F such that (1) Fi}FjkQFik, i,j,k=*l, If P is a (skew) field and the Fq satisfying (1) are all nonzero, then P defined by (2) is easily shown to be a prime ring. The main result of this paper (1.3) is that if P is a right ring of quotients of Pu then (P)" is a right ring of quotients of P and there exists a subring A of P and a nonzero diagonal matrix dQR such that (A)" is a subring of dRd~~l and F is a ring of quotients of K. This result is used to give new proofs of the Faith-Utumi theorem [2] and of Goldie's theorem [1] . 1 . Prime matrix rings. If A is a subset of a ring, then let A' = {xG^I^^O}. If A and B are subsets of a field, then denote by AB~l= {ab-l\ aQA, bQB' ). The notation P = S is used to show that 5 is a right ring of quotients of P; that is, that P is a subring of 5 and a RP\R9*0 for all aQS'. It is readily seen that if P is a field and A is a subring of P, then A = F iff AA"1 = P.
1.1. Lemma. Let F be a field and A be a subring of F for which A A-1 = F. If B and C are nonzero right A-modules contained in F, then BC\C9*0andBC-l = F.
Proof. For any fQF', bQB', and cQC, there exist atQA such that b~1fc=axar1. Hence, f=(bai)(cai)~1QBC~1. We conclude that BC~1 = F. If/=1, then 5ai = ca2 and evidently BC\C9*0. Let 5 be a subring of (F)n defined by (3) and (4) (1), and R be the prime ring defined by (2) . If Pu = F, then there exists a subring K of F and a nonsingular diagonal matrix dQR such that KK-1 = P and (K)núdRd~l = (F)n.
2. The annihilator ideal lattice. In order to apply the theorems of §1 to prime rings in general, we need the following lattice-theoretic results. Since we wish to use these results in another context [7] , we shall state them in as general terms as possible.
Let P be a ring, Lr be the lattice of right ideals of P, and Rf be the right singular ideal of P. Thus, bQR? iff br= |xGP|Z>x = 0} is a large right ideal; i.e., bT(~\A 9*0 for all nonzero A QLr. If Pf = 0, then we denote the lattice of closed right ideals of P by L*. Thus, AQL* iff A is the only essential extension of A in Lr. It is well-known that L* is a complete complemented modular lattice.
If A is a lattice containing 0 and I, then a minimal
is called an atom (coatom). If P^=0 and L* is atomic (i.e., every nonzero element of L* contains an atom), then let us denote by P? the union in L, of all atoms of L*. A ring P is called (right) stable [6] iff R? = 0, L* is atomic, and (P?)r = 0. Not only is every prime ring (for which L* is atomic) stable, but so also is every «X« triangular matrix ring over a right Ore domain.
Another lattice associated with a ring P is the lattice Jr of annihilating right ideals of P. If P^ = 0 then JT is a subset, although not necessarily a sublattice, of L*. However, intersections are set-theoretic in both lattices. Needless to say, the corresponding left structure of a ring P is indicated by replacing each "r" above by an "/".
The following lemma, due to Koh [3] , is basic to the work of this section. Our proof is a paraphrase of Koh's proof for prime rings. If the lattice L* has a finite dimension «, then we call « the (right) dimension of 2? and write dim R -n.
Corollary.
If Ris a stable ring such that dim R = w, ¿fee« Ji is a complemented lattice of dimension n. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The lattice Ji of a stable ring P is not necessarily modular, as the following example shows.
2.5. Example. Let D be a right Ore domain which is not a left Ore domain, P be the right field of quotients of D, and R=(D)Z. Clearly P is a prime ring of dimension 3. Select g,hQD' such thatDgC\Dh = 0, andlet«=geu-(-e2i, z> = e2i+Ae3iinP. Then ul = Rei3+R(eii -ge2i) and v' = Ren+R(heii -ei3). Since reu and re33 are atoms of J\, evidently ul and vl are coatoms of J¡. However, ulKJvl = R and Ul(~\vl = 0, and therefore /j is not modular (since it is not lower semi-modular). 3.1. Faith-Utumi Theorem. Every Goldie prime ring R of dimension « has associated with it a field F and a subring K of F such that K^Fand (K)n^R^(F)n.
An immediate corollary of 3.1 is Goldie's theorem, which states that (F)n= {a&_1|a, ¿>Gi?, b regular}.
In fact, the following stronger result (due to Faith) holds.
3.2. Theorem. If R is a Goldie prime ring of dimension n and F is its associated field, then there exists a subring K of F such that (F)n= {ak-'laER^EK'}.
Proof. If cE-(F)n, say c= EoíA7le>y where ai}; ¿>oG7£, then ck = a Çz(K)n for any nonzero ke[\bijK and c = akr1 as desired.
